
Amino Acids have a “handedness” 
Life on Earth uses left handed amino acids 



Sugars may also have a “handedness” 
Life on Earth uses right handed sugars 



ATP is a molecule common used to 
store and release energy in cells from 
bacteria to fungi to humans 



EVOLUTION OF LIFE ON EARTH 



The invention of sexual reproduction 1.2 billion years 
ago – apart from being a generally good thing – acts 
to accelerates evolution by mixing genetic material. 



EVOLUTION OF LIFE ON EARTH 



After 3 billion years of no lifeform larger than the 
head of a pin, there is an explosion of diversity in 
the oceans 550 My ago – the Cambrian explosion.  



Life moves onto the land 400 My ago and adapts to a 
much wider range of ecological niches. Evolution of 
plants raises the oxygen content of the atmosphere. 



EVOLUTION OF LIFE ON EARTH 





Plate Tectonics 
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Plate Tectonics 



Extinction History 





Drastic climate change and ecological catastrophe 
can occur every 100,000 years or so due to 
supervolcanos. They blot out the Sun for decades. 



A major impact event 
likely caused the mass 
extinction 65 million 
years 



Astrobiological Implications 

•  Earth had life soon after its origin, and maybe within 100 
million years, under extreme conditions. 

•  Soon after the heavy meteorite bombardment ended, microbes 
as metabolically complex as now were widespread and 
abundant. 

•  So life arose and diversified rapidly, and occupied an amazing 
array of evolutionary niches. 

•  Planets with early but short-lived habitable windows (e.g. Mars, 
Venus) could have been lively. 

•  Intelligence does not rapidly follow evolution of complex cells 
(eukaryotes), so microbial life may be abundant while 
intelligence is rare. 



•Microorganisms that not only survive in high 
temperature, but that thrive there 

•Temperature Range:  42oC to 121oC (well 
over the boiling point of water!) 
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Complex Chemistry around a Deep Sea Vent 





Bacteria up to 177 F (80C) 



•Microbes that prefer to live in cold 
temperatures that linger around the freezing 
point of water and sometimes lower! 

•Temperature Range:  -3oC to 20oC 

 









This is a picture of Cyanidium caldariam, an organism that can 
live in a pH as low as ZERO!!! 



•These are microbes that don’t like to 
function with oxygen in the environment. 

•May use gases other than oxygen in order 
respire 



Methane ice (crystallized structures of methane & water) that 
can form under conditions of low temperature and very high 
pressure.  This methane hydrate mound in the Gulf of Mexico 
has thousands of polychaete worms on its exposed surface.  



Deinocuccus radiodurans is a microbe that can withstand 1000 
times the radiation dose that would kill a human in minutes. It 
keeps 5 stacked copies of its DNA ready for very quick repairs. 



The tardigrade or water bear is a fully functioning microscopic 
animal that can go into a freeze-dried wait state for centuries 
and reanimate in water. It is found in all Earth’s ecosystems. 



Tardigrades have been revived 
after exposure to 10 days in 
space! 


